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In the new era of “tele-everything”, we need to think 
about how to move health forward together. 

Uber Health offers one important example of how 
healthcare delivery can be transformed by leveraging 

Uber’s transportation capabilities. 

Every year an estimated 3.6 
million Americans miss their 
appointments due to a lack of 
reliable transportation. 

Starting from Year 2018, Uber 
launched a new business line 
called Uber Health that will 
provide a ride-hailing platform 
available specifically to health-
care providers, letting clinics, 
hospitals, rehab centers and 
more easily assign rides for their 
patients and clients from a cen-
tralized dashboard – without re-
quiring that the rider even have 
the Uber app, or a smartphone. 

Today, Uber Health is a HIPAA
compliant technology solution 
that’s helped tens of thousands 
of patients and caregivers get 
to and from care. Providers can 
also use Uber Health to help get 
crucial staff to work.

Source: Uber Health

Uber Health is not a replace-
ment for emergency service 
vehicles including ambulances, 
despite recent attention paid to 
instances where patients have 
hailed Ubers while in need of
urgent care because they’re 
quicker to respond than
ambulances in some cases.

Since July 2017, Uber has been 
partnering closely with
healthcare organizations to 
build something together to 
meet their unique transportation 
needs.



“
Uber’s endeavors into health care 

trace back to 2014, when Uber first 
offered on-demand flu shots in large 

markets across the U.S.

Since then there have been similar 
efforts throughout the world, from 

diabetes and thyroid testing in India, 
to subsidized rides for breast cancer 
screening in the U.S., to many more. 

That said, all of these efforts have 
been pop-ups.

- Chris Weber 
Uber Health General Manager



Fewer no-shows.
More on-time
appointments.

“Uber Health helps us stay on schedule for our 
enrollment. The rides get participants here 
who would have otherwise not shown up.”

- Nelson Rutrick, Adams Clinical

Cost-efficient and
transparent pricing.

“We have seen significant savings using Uber 
rides instead of taxis. And the billing data Uber 
offers is infinitely better.”

- Pete Celano, MedStar Health Institute for Innovation

Easy for patients.
Easy for you.

“Within days of using Uber Health to arrange 
tips for our patients, we stopped using tradi-
tional transportation services. Coordination 
is seamless for us and rides are easy for pa-
tients.”

- Ralph Decaro, Manhattan Centers for
Women’s Health



Here’s a Quick Look at 
How Uber Health Works

Quick Booking

A healthcare associate books a ride on demand or for a future
appointment, using the Uber Health dashboard to seamlessly
coordinate rides for those in need.

Smooth Coordination

The passenger is contacted by text or call with their trip details
at the time the ride is booked and once again when a driver is on
the way to pick them up.

An Easy Ride

The passenger is picked up and dropped off on schedule. No
additional action on behalf of the healthcare associate is required
to get them to and from care.



Commitment to Privacy
and Safety

Built with Compliance
Uber Health engaged HIPAA experts to design a program customized for the 
healthcare environment with numerous safeguards in place to protect PHI - 
including Business Associate Agreements with partners, technical controls 
and administrative processes.

Calibrated for Safety
Safety is fundamental to Uber. Our technology enables us to focus on rider 
safety before, during, and after every trip to help make millions of rides safer 
everyday. When you’re matched with a driver, you’ll see their information so 
you know who’s picking you up ahead of time.



Built for Healthcare
From ride scheduling to trip analytics, handle everything from the 

easy-to-use Uber Health dashboard.

Book a Ride for Now or Later
Just enter a pickup and dropoff address and that’s it - you’re set.

Check Trip Status in Real Time
You can see when passengers were picked up and when they’re 

due to arrive to ensure everything is running on schedule.

Building the Future of NEMT
While traditional forms of non-emergency medical transportation 
(NEMT) exist, in practice, they can be inconsistent and cumbersome 
to use. That’s why we’re delivering healthcare solutions for the future 
of NEMT.

Coordinate Rides with Ease
Whether it’s one rider or 100, the daskboard makes it easy to 

book, reschedule, and get a clear overview of which ride is 
happening when.

Review Transparent Usage Metrics
Get and overview of trip details - including cost, duration, and more - 
to get a better view of what’s going on.



In the future, Uber Health 
is going to:

Decentralize Healthcare

Mobility + Health Care + Data 
• Quality Home Care for every generation in the future

• Transform the pathway of care delivery
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More Ideas
Rapid prototyping is more than having fast equipment. You need talented engi-
neers and a robust design hardware and software ecosystem. PrinterPrezz offers 
all of this. We accelerate innovative ideas at every level, whether you are a 
multi-national corporation needing advanced design consultation, or an individual 
looking to develop an initial medical device prototype.

Ideas at the Speed of Thought
We help accelerate ideas to production whether you are starting with a napkin 
sketch or seeking support for latticing, predictive simulation, and other aspects of 
advanced additive manufacturing. We understand design, manufacturing, and 
clinical implementation of medical devices. Understanding everything from the 
creation of powdered titanium to surgeon ergonomics help us expand the design 
envelope for medical desvices.



Accelerate
Let PrinterPrezz take your concepts to proto-
types and take your prototypes to volume 
production.

We understand clinical deadlines and can 
offer “next build plate priority” service, so 
we’ll get it to you as soon as possible.

Collaborate and Co-Locate
Academic innovators have access to our engineers, software, and hardware, as well as 
dedicated on-site secure co-location. Agreements are in place for PrinterPrezz to help 
universities develop novel medical devices and commercialize them collaboratively. 
Start-ups focused on medical devices and related technologies can take advantage of these 
recourses through our accelerator program.

Our collaborative ecosystem even reduces operational costs for large medical device com-
panies by offering access to a complete suite of software & hardware toold for design, 
latticing, simulation, and other additve manufacturing optimizations. PrinterPrezz can even 
support complete R&D efforts as an engineering subcontractor.

Learn

Knowledge is power. We offer entry-level 
courses for clinicians to learn how to gener-
ate their own pre-operative surgical models 
as well as advanced courses for engineers 
needding training on powder-bed laser and 
e-beam metal 3D printers.
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Less Time
PrinterPrezz offers an end-to-end solution for 
medical devices from concept to production, 
getting your team to the finish line first. 
Prototype and validate on the same equip-
ment used in volume production. Our open 
design and manufacturing ecosystem reduces 
wasted enginerring iteration by getting medi-
cal devices designed and manufactured 
optimally. 

Time is of the Essence
Design, prototype, and manufature locally. 
Cut down validation & qualitification time by 
protyping on the same platforms used for 
production. 

Designs are manufactured on a full spectrum 
of technologies and platforms taking davan-
tage of specific vendor optimizations that 
reduce the need for iterative design.

Design
We can help you design the next generation 
of medical devices. We can provide full con-
tract design services or augment your engi-
neering capabilities as a technical consultant 
helping you optimize lattices for clinical 
function and printability to maximize yield 
and throughout with machine-specific optimi-
zations across a wide range of platforms.

We even have a suite of proprietary 
nano-technologies to enhance your designs 
and manufacturing. 

MedifacturingTM

We understand FDA 21 CFR 820 and ISO 
13485 requirements.

PrinterPrezz offers production-level additive 
manufacturing capability with a complete 
suite of powder bed metal printers from 3D 
systems, GE, and Renishaw, all qualified for 
Titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V-ELI), stainless steel, 
cobalt chrome, and other materials.

Prototyping
PLA, ABS, PEEK, 316L, Ti6Al4V-ELI and more. Optional “guaranteed next build plate” 

priority service.
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